
 

 
 
Our high school, situated in the city of Langres, in Haute-Marne region (North East of France), roughly comprises 800 
students from different academic backgrounds : sciences, management, transports, literature, economic and social 
science, hospitality, drama, fine arts… Concerning the foreign languages, English, Spanish and German are taught in 
our school. 
Our school is devoted to languages, European and international horizons to raise awareness of the importance of 
English and foreign languages in general among our students aged 14 – 18. Indeed apart from the linguistic aspect, we 
want students to realize that English is an essential tool to communicate and learn more about other cultures and 
subjects. 
Last year our school received a specific distinction (the school is now known as a European school) from the regional 
education authority for our commitment in languages and foreign matters. 
 
 

1 Multi-purpose high school, 2 sites 
 

General and technological education section 

- A-level 
- BTEC National Diploma (Sciences and technologies of management, Sciences and technologies of the 

industry and the sustainable development) 
- BTEC Higher National Diploma Assistant of management of companies Studies and realizations of 

equipments   
- 6 european sections 

 
Vocational Education section 

- Hotel and Catering 

- Plastic Industry 

- Transport Operations and Logistic 

- year 10- pre-vocational training 

- 1 european section + 1 in experiment 

 

At the beginning of the school year in 2022, ALL the entering pupils will benefit from an English-speaking 

correspondent + a German-speaking / hispanicist correspondent 

The main part of the vocational education section is all about Hotel and Catering with two levels of training : 

- Youth training (NVQ level 2) : Cooking/Restaurant 
- BTEC National diploma : Cooking/Marketing and service  

in catering 
 

It has four hotel rooms and a restaurant opened 5 lunches a week and  

4 dinners a week 



 

        

Within the framework of their initial training, students have professional training courses where they learn catering 

techniques in French and English classes. These classes are centered on general skills of foreign language ability, but 

also on skills applied to the speciality of the diploma. 

For the students registered " European section ", the period of training abroad is compulsory.  This mobility abroad 

will allow the pupils to put into practice their knowledge and skills. They will use English in authentic situations and 

this experience will be very useful during their exams and for their future professional life. 

Thus, this mobility has a double impact : on a  professional level, students are confronted with new professional 

practices, their knowledge is strengthened ; on a  linguistic level, the approach of English through  professional 

practices enables to give a new direction to the language teaching. 

The fact of being able to make a mobility abroad will re-motivate our students for whom learning a language is only 

associated with work in class. These periods of training abroad added to those in France will allow us to give our 

students additional weapons to face the working world being more confident. 

Our students, who often have financial grants will have an incomparable asset to offer during their job searches in a 

company where speaking a foreign language has become essential. 

Furthermore, we have already participated in several projects and we wish to extend our contacts with foreign 

companies or partnerships with foreign vocational schools. 

Therefore, our main goal is to find out companies willing to accept our students during 4 weeks in the catering industry. 

Having a partnership with a vocational school specialized in catering would be an asset even if we could start initiating 

mobilities without that. We could accept students for mobilities in catering too because we work with several 

companies eager to greet foreign students in their teams. 

Contact person: 
Name   LE ROC’H Jean-Yves 
Function      Vocational education Director 

E-Mail                jean-yves.le-roc-h@ac-reims.fr 
 

 
And even Tiktok : @hotellerie.franchises52 

 

Website of the vocational section : sepfranchises.lycee-diderot.com 

Twitter @LPODiderot52

Instagram
lpodiderot52 
section.hoteliere.langres

Facebook
Lycée Polyvalent Diderot Langres (@lyceepolyvalentdiderotlangres) 
Ecole hôtelière Langres (@ecolehotelierelangres)


